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Findings from my interviews with three 
participants:

Behaviors/Attitudes Needs/Goals Frustrations Quotes Facts

Looking for help in the 
evenings

Filter & Screen 
Share

Finding the specific 
topic I want to learn 
something in

I use gameplays & 
tutorials to improve 
my skills

Favorite Genre: 
MMORPG

Game News from Google & 
Reddit

See better results 
in the game

Not a mass of push 
notifications

Plays 2-3 times per 
week for 2-3 hours

Get help in the 
evenings during 
my gaming 
sessions

Cannot choose an 
expert

27, Student

1st Participant



Findings from my interviews with three 
participants:

2nd Participant

Behaviors/Attitudes Needs/Goals Frustrations Quotes Facts

Get help from friends, and 
gaming friends from internet

Want to share files 
with experts

when apps share my 
information without 
my consent.

I am a privacy freak. 32, Web Developer

Game News from Internet, 
mostly Youtube

Don’t want to show 
my face on 1-on-1 
sessions.

Plays 2-4 times per 
week for 1-3 hours

Favorite Genre: 
Strategy



Findings from my interviews with three 
participants:

3rd Participant

Behaviors/Attitudes Needs/Goals Frustrations Quotes Facts

I ask my online friends for 
help

I want to pay 
upfront for a 
specific timeframe

I don't know if I can 
trust the experts 
opinion.

30, Student

Game News from Steam, 
Google, Youtube

I don't want to be 
seen

If the pricing is not 
clear

Plays 3-4 days per 
week for 3-5 hours

If I cannot find 
anything in the app

Favorite Genre: 
Adventure



Findings from my online survey with 20 participants:

Behaviors/Attitudes Needs/Goals Frustrations Quotes Facts
Getting gaming news from: e.g. Steam, IGN, 
Youtube,Reddit

Bug research I couldn't figure out how to 
get to certain areas in a 
game I was playing

There are loads of gaming info online 20 Participants
19-44 years old

Mostly googling to find the 
information/solutions to the problem

Finding a tailored solution to the 
existing problems

Difficult to find the specific 
mission or issue

YouTube playthroughs are extremely 
helpful

40% daily gamer

Often using answers on forums like Reddit Complete the mission or 
achievement

Not providing enough 
screenshots

I play a lot, that's how I improve 65% PC ; 35% Mobile

News from family and friends Higher success rate Simply didn't know where 
else to ask except friends

I always feel great when I learn 
something new gaming skills

Gaming Session 1-2h 
45%

Reaching new levels I liked the interaction with an expert to 
provide advice and feedback to my 
actual situation

Average Skill 6,5/10

Feeling more comfortable with 
the game

Game Advice Source 
Youtube 65%

Connect to the respective game 
during the advice sessions

Used 1-on-1 advice 
before 10%

Video chat with shared screen

Making sure to have follow up 
sessions and not only one shot



Affinity Mapping:

Leveraging Online 
Resources

Leveraging Social 
Circles

Efficiency Functionality Trust & Reviews 

Getting gaming news from: e.g. 
Steam, IGN, Youtube,Reddit

Simply didn't know where else to ask 
except friends

Higher success rate Making sure to have follow up 
sessions and not only one shot

Interaction with an expert to provide 
advice and feedback to my actual 
situation

Mostly googling to find the 
information/solutions to the problem

News from family and friends Reaching new levels Connect to the respective game 
during the advice sessions

Not providing enough screenshots

Often using answers on forums like 
Reddit

Get help from friends, and gaming 
friends from internet

I couldn't figure out how to 
get to certain areas in a 
game I was playing

Video chat with shared screen Not a mass of push notifications

Game News from Google & Reddit I ask my online friends for help Finding the specific topic I 
want to learn something in

Filter & Screen Share when apps share my information without 
my consent.

Game News from Internet, mostly 
Youtube

If the pricing is not clear Cannot choose an expert I don't know if I can trust the experts 
opinion.

Game News from Steam, Google, 
Youtube

If I cannot find anything in 
the app

Want to share files with experts I don't want to be seen

Don’t want to show my face on 
1-on-1 sessions.

I want to pay upfront for a specific 
timeframe



From my online survey I mostly got quantitative information,
but some participants also gave me good insights in their daily 
gaming life and what they are looking for in gaming apps.

The 1-on-1 interviews on the other hand gave me many more 
ideas in which direction an app like this could go, and what were 
their experiences using other gaming apps and also advisor apps.

Conclusion:



- Gamers want to find the perfect expert so we need to provide good search and 
filtering options for them.

- Gamers like to choose the person they are turning to with their questions according 
to their own criteria, so the experts should add their specific knowledge and profile in 
the app.

- Our survey participants most likely turn to Youtube, Google & Reddit for help, 
although it’s not always giving them the help they need, so we need to be a reliable 
source.

- Gamers trust reviews written by others, so we might implement a compulsory review 
and feedback system to make sure that there is enough data available on user’s 
satisfaction.

- To get the best help, gamers might need to share files, their screens, photos and 
videos, so we need to provide a functionality for this.

- Getting personalized help is difficult, so we have to make it easy for them with a user 
friendly application and outstanding experts.

- Gamers often learn from YouTube videos, so it would be smart to record the calls in 
the app or and provide a function for sending video messages with explanations.

- Gamers like YouTube because of the huge amount of information, so the app should 
cover various genres & game titles.

- Gamers want to decide when they want to have calls, so a calendar to book 
appointments would be important.

- Sometimes gamers do not want to be seen, so chat messaging and voice call 
functionality should be also included.

Insights:



Quantitative Data from Survey:



Quantitative Data from Survey:


